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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we present a model based on computational intelligence and natural language generation
for the automatic generation of textual summaries from numerical data series, aiming to provide
insights which help users to understand the relevant information hidden in the data. Our model in-
cludes a fuzzy temporal ontology with temporal references which addresses the problem of managing
imprecise temporal knowledge, which is relevant in data series. We fully describe a real use case of
application in the environmental information systems field, providing linguistic descriptions about the
air quality index (AQI), which is a very well-known indicator provided by all meteorological agencies
worldwide. We consider two different data sources of real AQI data provided by the official Galician
(NW Spain) Meteorology Agency: (i) AQI distribution in the stations of the meteorological observation
network and (ii) time series which describe the state and evolution of the AQI in each meteorological
station. Both application models were evaluated following the current standards and good practices of
manual human expert evaluation of the Natural Language Generation field. Assessment results by two
experts meteorologists were very satisfactory, which empirically confirm that the proposed textual
descriptions fit this type of data and service both in content and layout.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Getting meaningful insights from large amounts of data poses
everal challenges which cannot only be addressed with tra-
itional statistics and graphical visualizations. In general, these
pproaches are very useful for obtaining basic and general in-
ormation from data, but for users to dig deeper and understand
he real relevant information behind the data, it is necessary to
mploy techniques that are better suited to the specific needs
f each domain and can scale up as the data accumulates. In
his sense, Artificial Intelligence (AI) provides users with tools
o analyze data sets for extracting useful information, as well as
anguage processing tools that allow a more fluid communication
etween humans and machines. A promising AI technique for this
urpose is Natural Language Generation (NLG), which allows the
eneration of text from several sources and modalities of data
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(mainly numerical and textual). There are several architectures
proposed for NLG (modular architectures, planning perspectives
and global approaches) [1], but the most popular one [2,3] can be
summarized in the following stages (Fig. 1):

• Content Determination: deciding which information shall be
communicated in the text.

• Discourse Planning: deciding the set of messages to be ver-
balized is given an order and structure.

• Sentence planning: includes grouping messages as needed
and deciding which words and specific expressions must be
used.

• Linguistic realization: the process of finally producing a text
which is syntactically, morphologically and orthographically
correct.

Within NLG, data-to-text (D2T) systems [4] automatically gen-
erate texts from large numerical or symbolic data sets, providing
comprehensible information that could not be produced other-
wise. D2T systems include: (i) a data analysis stage where the
relevant information is extracted from data and (ii) a generation

stage where information is conveyed in natural language. Also
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Fig. 1. Summary of the NLG pipeline proposed in [2,3]. Rectangles show the most relevant stages, while ellipses show the outputs.
s

related to NLG, from the fuzzy logic field several approaches
were proposed to generate linguistic descriptions of data (LDD)
or linguistic summaries using linguistic terms.

Zadeh introduced the computing with words paradigm (CWW)
[5–7], where computations are performed on linguistic terms
modeled as fuzzy sets, and its evolution, computing with per-
ceptions [8,9]. Following this approach, many approaches [10,11]
summarize in a linguistic form one or more numerical variables
and their values, using the general notion of protoform [12] and
the more specific of fuzzy quantified sentences which can follow
several structure types (e.g. ‘‘In some points the temperature
is high’’). LDD may lack in general the expressiveness of actual
texts, but are nonetheless useful information items that can be
used as high-level input to NLG systems in general and D2T in
particular [6,13–16]. In [17] an NLG system which also uses LDD
to generate reports for saving energy at home is proposed. In
the meteorological field, [18] is a D2T system based on the stan-
dard NLG methodologies [3] that uses LDD to extract linguistic
information, which is then verbalized under two different output
languages.

In this paper, we propose a model based on fuzzy logic and
natural language generation to describe automatically data se-
ries. Our model includes a fuzzy temporal approach which pro-
vides mechanisms to represent and manage temporal knowl-
edge, which can be used as a baseline to represent temporal
and fuzzy information. As a real application of the model, we
present ICA2TEXT, a data-to-text system where we addressed the
environmental information system area by providing data series
insights about air quality index (AQI), which is a widely used
indicator worldwide of the air quality provided. In this scenario,
we generate textual descriptions from two different sources of
data provided by the official Galician Meteorology Agency [19]:
(i) AQI distribution in the stations of the meteorological obser-
vation network and (ii) time series which describe the state and
evolution of the AQI in each meteorological station.

The main contribution in this paper is the proposal of a model
for linguistically summarizing temporal data in any application
domain. As far as we know, no general model approaches to
describe this type of data have been proposed in the literature.
Nevertheless, ad hoc systems applied in specific areas have been
proposed. For instance, in the meteorology field there exist sev-
eral approaches over the years to generate summaries from air
quality data. [20] is a prototype of the TEMSIS system focused on
describing whether the (daily, monthly. . . ) early warning thresh-
olds for each pollutant were exceeded or not. Also, the MARQUIS
system [21] of numerical AQI time series includes simple time
references (specific hours or intervals) for describing the last
AQI value and pollutants (concentration, archive information and
forecast). In [22] proposes a solution focused on generating AQI
descriptions for a temporal window involving three daily values.
In general, the textual descriptions in all these systems have:
(i) a fixed structure that allows limited variability, and (ii) very
specific temporal references which focus solely on the specific
needs of the data they describe. Our proposal describes a generic
model which is able to generate texts that can be adapted to
 p
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the different needs of several applications, including flexibility
and linguistic richness in the temporal references that are most
appropriate in each case.

This paper is structured as follows: firstly, in Section 2 we ana-
lyze the related work in the literature. In Section 3 we present the
context of the managed problem in this paper and our approach
pipeline. In Section 4 we deeply describe the details of the model
for the air quality index distribution description. In Section 5 we
present the model to describe the AQI evolution time series. In
Section 6 we present the addressed human expert validation and
its results. In Section 7 we provide information about other real
application developed using the proposed model on this paper.
Finally, in Section 8 we provide some final remarks.

2. Related work

Certain types of information have very important dimensions
to be considered where the data is processed, since they provide
a context. These data require a processing in which these dimen-
sions are treated in a prioritized and cautious manner. Time is
a very important dimension in many real-world domains where
facts that occur and vary in time need to be managed, such as
signal control and monitoring, medicine or meteorology. In these
cases, the timing and order of events is essential since an error,
for example, in the administration of treatment to a patient can
have fatal consequences.

The complexity of the temporal dimension requires finding
expressions that contain temporal references and various types of
relationships between them. For the handling of this dimension,
the time axis is usually modeled as real numbers, so that, in the
first instance, the time intervals are just intervals of real numbers.
Nevertheless, in some cases, the information is expressed in an
approximate manner, being available only information about re-
lationships to other intervals and time points, so imprecise terms
to describe them are required.

In the fuzzy logic field, there are several approaches to manage
the uncertainty of this temporal knowledge. First of all, Vítek [23]
tried to formalize the representation of fuzzy time by means of in-
tervals associated with fuzzy sets. A different approach is Allen’s
logic of temporal relations [24], which express the knowledge by
means of qualitative temporal relations between intervals. This
approach was extended in [25] by labeling the interval relations
with fuzzy values.

Based on Zadeh’s possibly theory [26,27], Dubois and Prade [28]
introduced dates (possibility distribution in a continuous linear
time scale) and intervals (fuzzy set of time points between two
dates) as primitive temporal elements and temporal relations
between these temporal entities through fuzzy relations. Sim-
ilarly, [29] proposes the usage of fuzzy numbers to represent
interval endpoints. Also, [30], based on Zadeh’s theory of pos-
sibility, introduced the concept of similarity index in reasoning
over time. Moreover, they proposed a temporal proposition (‘‘X
is A; T is τ ’’) with two components (non-temporal and temporal)
eparately treated.
Qian [31] integrated the conventional fuzzy rules with im-
recise temporal representation for problem solving in industrial
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dynamic systems. Barro et al. [32] presented fuzzy temporal
references, including date, time extent, interval, and relations
between some temporal entities. With regard to intervals, in [33]
an extension of the interval relations to fuzzy intervals is defined.
Also Ohlbach [34] proposes a three-level approach to fuzzy re-
lations between fuzzy intervals. The ‘‘Dynamical fuzzy reasoning
method’’ is proposed in [35], incorporating a vague time delay
into fuzzy if-then rules.

OWL-Time [36,37] is the temporal ontology recommended by
he W3C [38]. In [39] is proposed a simple time sub-ontology that
rovides basic temporal concepts and relations. Similarly, in [40]
n ontology is proposed with mechanisms to represent temporal
nd fuzzy information.
In the NLG field, there are also many approaches to summarize

ime series linguistically. Many approaches include methodolog-
cal proposals analyzing this problem from a general point of
iew [41–47]. An example is [48], where Gatt and Portet present
temporal framework of uncertainty based on the Possibility
heory and propose a model which uses its outputs to select
inguistic expressions. Likewise, in [49] a general architecture for
eneration of Linguistic Descriptions of Time Series system is
roposed. They present a general approach for generating lin-
uistic descriptions of time series, and a global view of the con-
epts, elements, and processes involved. More recently, in [50]
oreno-García et al. present a technique for obtaining linguistic
escriptions from time series using a representation called Fuzzy
iecewise Linear Segments, which is a set of segments that have
een fuzzified from the segments of Piecewise Linear Segments,
hich consists of representing the series using a set of segments,
ach of which corresponds to a piece of the series.
LDD approaches were proposed in several fields such as busi-

ess models [51], analysis of social relations [51], support in de-
ision making [52], agro-food domain [53] or health domain [54].
oreover, LDD approaches to describe time series have been
sed in several domains, including process management [55],
ecision support [56], stock monitoring [57], sensors descrip-
ion [41], investments [58,59], trend descriptions and change
etection [60–62], and detection of period events [63]. It is worth
oting that the health domain has received special attention in
he literature, for instance, focusing on elderly care [64,65], phys-
cal activity analysis [66], patient data analysis [67] or menstrual
ycle analysis [68].

. Problem context

The presence of pollutants in the air and, therefore, the de-
erioration of air quality can have harmful effects on people’s
ealth.
When analyzing air quality data, meteorological agencies con-

ider both evolution data, which provides information about the
ecorded data, and prediction data, which is the result of pre-
iction models developed by meteorologists. However, not all
vailable recorded data are useful for meteorologists, as the older
hey are the less impact they have on the current situation and
herefore lack interest. On the other hand, it is also undesirable
or prediction models to provide results that are too far apart in
ime, as they lose accuracy. Therefore, for this real use case the
ize of the data sets handled in real applications is quite small,
ess than 100 values, as we discuss in what follows.

We can confirm this by looking at the data managed by dif-
erent European meteorological agencies when providing real
nformation services related to Air Quality. For instance, the Euro-
ean Environment Agency [69] provides about 47 hourly records
o describe the evolution, while its prediction model offers 24
ourly data. On the other hand, the Portuguese Environment
gency, through the QualAR project [70], provides air quality
3

information from Portuguese stations offering information about
the data observed on the current day, a maximum of about 24,
and the predictions obtained for both the current and the next
day, a maximum of about 48 data. The British Met Office also
offers information about air quality, generating a 5-day forecast
consisting of a map and a textual description [71]. Another ex-
ample is the Spanish Meteorological Agency, AEMET [72], which
provides information on the evolution of the air quality index
including both observed and predicted data, offering a total of
approximately 40 values.

The data we worked with described the Air Quality Index
in the network of 50 meteorological stations (Fig. 2) that send
hourly updated real-time data in Galicia (NW Spain). These are
official data which were provided by the Galician Meteorological
Agency, MeteoGalicia [19]. This service has recently been updated
because of a process of unification of the Air Quality Index by
different meteorological agencies, based on the European Envi-
ronment Agency criteria [69]. Currently, it has six labels with a
positive, neutral or negative perception (Table 1). These labels
are represented by a color code where, for instance, the color
purple means ‘‘extremely poor’’ whilst yellow means ‘‘good’’. To
determine the suitable label for a situation, this service measures
five different pollutants: SO2, NO2, PM25, PM10 and O3.

From the data obtained from the weather stations, MeteoGali-
ia provides graphic representations of two types of information
f interest related to AQI:

• Distribution of each air quality value in real time for all
the Galician stations. MeteoGalicia represents these values
trough of a pie chart including a legend with the list of
stations with ‘‘bad’’ or ‘‘very bad’’ air quality index together
with the pollutant causing that situation. In Fig. 3 we show
an example of distribution situation where the 58% of the
stations have a ‘‘very good’’ AQI and the 38% of the stations
have ‘‘good’’ AQI. On the other hand, one station has ‘‘mod-
erate’’ AQI and also only one station has a ‘‘bad’’ situation
because of the PM10 pollutant.

• Hourly air quality index evolution data for each meteorolog-
ical station. The number of returned data values is variable
but falls between 24 and 36 h. Fig. 4 represents an example
of an hourly temporal series of 31 h where all the performed
measures obtained a ‘‘good’’ AQI label.

Due to the importance of this information, MeteoGalicia me-
eorologists aim to offer it to citizens understandably, so far in
raphic format. Therefore, the need arises to provide this graphic
nformation with a textual description that helps to understand
he information. From this need arises the ICA2TEXT system, de-
eloped in cooperation with MeteoGalicia experts to linguistically
escribe air quality index distribution and evolution data. This
ystem is composed by the following stages (Fig. 5), which com-
ose the data-to-text pipeline proposed to describe time series:

• Content determination: this phase is made up of two sub-
stages: (i) data analysis, where the patterns and trends
are identified, and (ii) data interpretation, where the mes-
sages representing the patterns are identified as well as the
relationship between them.

• Document planning: once the messages and their relation-
ships are identified, at this stage we generate all the mes-
sages that can be included in the final description and the
linguistic description is given a structure.

• Microplanning: based on the previously generated messages
and the defined structure, in this phase the cases to be
highlighted and, therefore, the messages to be displayed are
selected.
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Fig. 2. Map of the meteorological stations network of the Galician Meteorological Agency.

Fig. 3. Real-time air quality index values distribution where the majority of stations have ‘‘very good’’ and ‘‘good’’ labels whereas only one station have ‘‘ moderate’’
label and one station registered ‘‘bad’’ air quality index due to the PM10 pollutant.

Fig. 4. 31-h AQI evolution time series where the station registered ‘‘good’’ values.
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Table 1
Air quality index labels with their perception and numerical index.
Perception Positive Neutral Negative

Label Very good Good Moderate Bad Very bad Extremely poor
Index 0 1 2 3 4 5
Fig. 5. Representation of our approach pipeline. Rectangles represent the stages, while ellipses represent the outputs.
• Structure realization: having the structure and messages
that will compose the linguistic description, it is generated
ensuring that it is orthographically, morphologically and
syntactically correct.

The following sections show in detail the design of each of
hese phases to describe the specific data sets, according to the
equirements of the experts.

. Textual description of AQI distribution

In this scenario, MeteoGalicia has real time information of the
ir quality index (AQI) labels from the 50 meteorological stations
hat compose the Galician Meteorological Agency network. Since
QI information is relevant (e.g. can affect people’s health), they
eeded to create descriptions in natural language to complement
he graphical information. Therefore, we defined in collaboration
5

with the MeteoGalicia experts the descriptions requirements,
which were then projected onto the different stages of the NLG
pipeline.

4.1. Content determination

Linguistic quantifiers in human language are a very power-
ful tool for representing and describing knowledge about the
quantity of elements that fulfill one or more properties [73] so
determiners are the elements that usually develop the quantifi-
cation role in language. To describe distribution of the air quality
index labels, we use seven crisp quantifiers {‘‘None’’, ‘‘A few’’,
‘‘Some’’, ‘‘About half’’, ‘‘Many’’, ‘‘Almost all’’, ‘‘All’’} related to the
percentage of stations meeting a given label (Fig. 6). Being Q the
previously defined quantifiers, X the stations of the network and
S the AQI labels, we generated type-1 descriptions, for instance,
‘‘Many stations have bad air quality index’’.
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Fig. 6. Quantifiers definition for the AQI distribution description (percentage of stations in the meteorological network).
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.2. Document planning

The linguistic description is structured as follows: (i) general
escription, (ii) intensification (if applicable) and (iii) exception
if applicable). MeteoGalicia’s website offers information in both
panish and Galician, the official languages of Galicia. There-
ore, we have produced the descriptions in both languages using
impleNLG-ES [74] and SimpleNLG-GL [75], which are extended
ersions of SimpleNLG [76] for Spanish and Galician languages,
espectively.

.3. Microplanning

Microplanning rules are based on Gricean maxims [77], widely
sed in the Natural Language Generation field [78,79], and can be
nterpreted as follows:

• Quality: rules must be accurately described.
• Quantity: rules must contain enough information to be un-

derstandable without providing more information than nec-
essary.

• Relevance: rules must contain the important rules for this
model.

• Manner: rules must be clearly defined avoiding ambigu-
ous descriptions and they must be sorted in terms of the
linguistic description structure.

Microplanning rules for the general description are as follows:

• Highlight if there is a majority AQI value when it covers
a percentage of stations higher than a defined threshold,
e.g. ‘‘Almost all stations have a very bad AQI’’1.

• Highlight if there are two AQI labels with the same per-
ception covering a percentage of stations above a fixed
threshold, e.g. ‘‘All stations have a moderate or bad AQI’’.

• If there is no predominant AQI, the worst values are high-
lighted, e.g. ‘‘Ourense has an extremely poor AQI due to
PM10 pollutant’’.

For intensification and exception, the linguistic description
ust follow these rules:

• Once the predominant AQI has been described in the general
part of the description, the remaining values are considered
intensifications if they are values of the same perception
or exceptions otherwise. Moreover, the labels with negative
perceptions include the pollutants that produce them. For
example ‘‘All stations have a good AQI, specially Ourense
with a very good AQI. On the contrary, Paiosaco has a very
bad AQI due to O3 pollutant’’.

• If two or more stations have the same AQI and cause, if ap-
plicable, they are grouped together, e.g. ‘‘Laza and Santiago-
Campus have a very bad AQI due to the pollutant PM10’’.

1 The system actually generates linguistic descriptions in Spanish and Gali-
ian, but in this paper we show all examples translated into English for easy
eading.
6

4.4. Structure realization

In a linguistic description, it is not only the content that is
important but also how it is presented, therefore, with the aim of
facilitating their reading, structure realization rules are included
for both intensification and exception cases: if the number of
highlighted case is higher than 2, they will be arranged as an
itemization. However, when the number of elements is equal to
or less than 2 they will be both included as plain text.

5. Linguistic descriptions of AQI evolution time series

Processing temporal series means extracting temporal pat-
terns and relevant events that occur during a certain amount
of time. In this case, modeling time is key, so we propose a
fuzzy temporal model with the aim of providing mechanisms to
represent and manage temporal knowledge, which can be used
as a baseline to represent temporal and fuzzy information.

5.1. Content determination

5.1.1. Temporal model
We designed a temporal model to address the problem of

managing the imprecision of temporal information when sum-
marizing time series.

Temporal ontology. First of all, we defined a temporal ontology
which covers temporal references and periods of time. In order to
build a largely abstract model that can be applied to as many use
cases as possible, the temporal ontology is abstracted regardless
of specific temporal values or time granularity. We consider time
as projected onto a discrete and sorted axis τ = {t0, t1, . . . , tn}
here t0 represents the time origin and each tk represents a
recise instant of time. Also, we consider a total ordered rela-
ionship between the precise instants, so, for each tk and tk−1
he difference between them, δ = tk − tk−1, is constant. There-
ore, considering an event an occurrence with an instantaneous
ime duration, if two events happen in instants with a temporal
istance lower than δ, we consider them simultaneous.
To define this temporal ontology, dates are denoted by lower-

ase (a, b, c...) whereas dates distribution is denoted by uppercase
A, B, C...). For instance, saying ‘‘The rainy season begins in early
ovember’’, the date a represents the rainy season and the date
istribution A is represented by ‘‘early November’’. Furthermore,
eing µ the membership function for each temporal concept, we
ssume µa unimodal, i.e. ∀t, t ′, t ′′ ∈ τ , t < t ′ < t ′′, µa(t ′) ⩾

min(µa(t), µa(t′′)). This property expresses the convexity of the
fuzzy set A. It guarantees that the possible values of a are grouped
together.

The time concepts that make up the defined ontology are
described as follows, based on previous models:

• Instant [28]: A is defined as an instant if and only if exists a
single time point t0 | µA(t0) = 1 and ∀ ti ̸= t0 : µA(ti) = 0.
A is therefore defined as a singleton on t0. Example: t0=‘‘at
1pm’’.
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Fig. 7. Graphical representation of Instant (1), Imprecise interval (2) and Fuzzy interval (3).
• Instantaneous event: an occurrence that has happened in an
instant. Example: ‘‘Temperature was high at 1pm’’.

• Imprecise interval [28]: the value of a is in the range [t0, t1]
with a possibility distribution A with equal core and support
in this range where ∀ti ∈ [t0, t1] µa(ti) = 1. Example: ‘‘Be-
tween 1pm and 5pm’’. In a special type of interval has the
beginning or the end one of its extremes tends to infinite.
For instance, ‘‘period of time before Date/Event’’ or ‘‘period
of time after Date/Event’’.

• Imprecise event: event with a date defined as Imprecise
interval. Example: ‘‘Temperature was high between 1pm
and 5pm’’.

• Fuzzy interval [28]: the value of a is in the range [t0, tk] with
fuzzy probability distribution A in the range [0, 1]. Values
belonging to the core of A, core(A) = [ti, tj], are considered
the most possible values, nevertheless, values belonging to
the support of A, supp(A) = [t0, tk], but not to its core are
also considered (ti ⩽ tj H⇒ ∃t ∈ τµa(t) = 1 and core(A) ⊆

supp(A)). Example: ‘‘Afternoon’’. Fig. 7 shows an example
with a trapezoidal definition.

• Fuzzy event: event with a date defined as Fuzzy interval.
Example: ‘‘Temperature was high around 6pm’’.

• Episode: occurrence in episodes also happens in a precise or
fuzzy interval, but unlike events, episodes are related with
persistence in time, and must have a temporal duration d.
Example: ‘‘Temperature was high during the afternoon’’ (i.e.,
‘‘all afternoon’’).

This temporal model has been designed to group the data,
if possible, in the most general time reference, so that the tex-
tual descriptions are built on these grouped references. Our aim
is making the discourse readable and understandable, even if
some precision or accuracy is lost in the descriptions. Moreover,
to make the descriptions easily understandable, the references
defined in this temporal model are approximate, using fuzzy
temporal references to the following aims:

• An ascending hierarchy module of period evaluation, so that
the ranges of temporal references do not follow a strict crisp
definition. For example, the temporal reference ‘‘the third
week of October’’ includes two extra days with less fuzzy
membership: Sunday of the second week and Monday of the
fourth week.

• A top-down hierarchy module of time references, so that a
time reference can be selected even if its compliance is not
exactly 100%. We aim to find a balance between its precision
and simplicity, thus avoiding long enumerations. In general,
the hierarchy gives a certain preference to linguistic time
references (such as ‘‘month’’ which is in general more un-
derstandable) rather than numerical ones (‘‘between day 3
and 8’’), when there is no excessive loss of precision in the
descriptions.

Grammar. This temporal model has been defined through a free-
context grammar, which allowed us to formally define the parts
of the linguistic description. We used the BNF metalanguage [80]
to define the model components. The terminal elements are rep-
resented with capital letters, and the metasymbols used are:
7

• ‘‘::=’’ rewriting metasymbol
• ‘‘[]’’ optional content
• ‘‘|’’ split the mutually exclusive options delimited by ‘‘()’’
• ‘‘<>’’ non-terminal element

Grammar rules are described in Table 2. Linguistic description
content is composed by three parts, described in (R1): (i) the
general summary, which provides an overview of the situation
(e.g. ‘‘The temperature has been high in the afternoon’’) and also
(ii) intensifications (e.g. ‘‘It should be noted that the temperature
has reached extremely high values in the early hours of the after-
noon’’) and (iii) exceptions (e.g. ‘‘Nevertheless, the temperature
was low in the last hours of the afternoon’’), in case they exist, as
indicated in what follows:

• Rules from (R2) to (R14) define the general summary, where
the general situation is described. Furthermore, a trend is
included, if applicable. It is important to notice that (R8) is a
precondition so it is only enabled if the situation is variable.
The conditional clause format is based on [81].

• Rules from (R15) to (R18) define the intensification part
of the linguistic description, which highlights the events/
episodes in which the general summary is fulfilled to a
greater extent.

• Rules from (R19) to (R20) define the exception part of the
linguistic description, which highlight the events/episodes
which are semantically opposed to the general summary.

Rules from (R21) to (R38) form the temporal sub-grammar
defined earlier in this section.

5.1.2. Document planning
The textual description structure is as follows: (i) general

summary, (ii) intensification (if applicable) and (iii) exception (if
applicable). Furthermore, the general summary includes a general
description and the trend description if applicable, whereas the
intensification and exception sections contain exceptional values
sorted in ascending order by value or date. Also in this case, as
described in Section 4.2, we realized the linguistic descriptions in
the Spanish and the Galician languages using SimpleNLG.

5.1.3. Microplanning
As described in Section 4.3, Microplanning rules are based on

Gricean maxims [77]. The microplanning rules for the general
summary are described as follows:

• If a negative case is described, its cause must be included,
otherwise this part is omitted.

• When selecting the time reference, the most general possi-
ble should be chosen whenever its truth degree is greater
than or equal to a certain threshold.

• Trend description is only included if a clear ascending or
descending trend is detected in the data.

The following microplanning rules are applicable both for
intensification and exception:
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Table 2
Description of the rules which compose the grammar of the designed linguistic summarization model.
Code Structure

(R1) ⟨Summary⟩ ::= ⟨General summary⟩ [⟨Intensification⟩] [⟨Exception⟩]
(R2) ⟨General summary⟩ ::= ⟨General description⟩ [⟨General trend⟩]
(R3) ⟨General description⟩ ::= ⟨Temporal reference⟩ ⟨Description general value⟩ ⟨Value⟩ ⟨Detail values⟩ [⟨Cause⟩]
(R4) ⟨Description general value⟩ ::= ⟨Subject⟩ ⟨Verb⟩
(R5) ⟨Subject⟩ ::= THE AIR QUALITY INDEX | THE BLOOD PRESSURE | ...
(R6) ⟨Verb⟩ ::= HAS BEEN | ...
(R7) ⟨Value⟩ ::= HIGH | LOW | ...
(R8) ⟨Detail values⟩ ::= if ⟨Value⟩ == VARIABLE then WITH VALUES 1* ⟨Value⟩
(R9) ⟨Cause⟩ ::= ⟨Cause description⟩ ⟨Clause value⟩
(R10) ⟨Cause description⟩ ::= CAUSED BY THE POLLUTANT | ...
(R11) ⟨Cause value⟩ ::= NO2 | ...
(R12) ⟨General trend⟩ ::= WITH A[N] ⟨Trend type⟩ TREND FROM ⟨Trend value⟩ TO ⟨Trend value⟩
(R13) ⟨Trend type⟩ ::= INCREASING | DECREASING | ...
(R14) ⟨Trend value⟩ ::= HIGH | LOW | ...
(R15) ⟨Intensification⟩ ::= ⟨Intensification beginning⟩ ⟨Intensification description⟩ ⟨Value⟩ [⟨Cause⟩] ⟨Temporal

reference⟩ [⟨Intensification-exception worsening⟩]
(R16) ⟨Intensification beginning⟩ ::= IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT | ...
(R17) ⟨Intensification-exception description⟩ THE AIR QUALITY INDEX HAS REACHED VALUES | ...
(R18) ⟨Intensification-exception worsening⟩ ::= WITH VALUES ⟨Value⟩ [⟨Cause⟩] ⟨Temporal reference⟩
(R19) ⟨Exception⟩ ::= ⟨Exception beginning⟩ ⟨Temporal reference⟩ ⟨Intensification-exception description⟩ ⟨Value⟩

[⟨Cause⟩] [⟨Intensification-exception worsening⟩]
(R20) ⟨Exception beginning⟩ ::= HOWEVER | ON THE OTHER HAND | ...
(R21) ⟨Temporal reference⟩ ::= (⟨Instant⟩ | ⟨Instantaneous event⟩ | ⟨Interval⟩ | ⟨Episode⟩ | ⟨Not grouped moments⟩)
(R22) ⟨Instant⟩ ::= t ∈ τ | NOW | ...
(R23) ⟨Instant event⟩ ::= ALARM ACTIVATION | ...
(R24) ⟨Interval⟩ ::= (⟨Imprecise interval⟩ | ⟨Imprecise event⟩ | ⟨Fuzzy interval⟩ | ⟨Fuzzy event⟩)
(R25) ⟨Imprecise interval⟩ ::= (⟨Beginning-end interval⟩ | ⟨Beginning interval⟩ | ⟨End interval⟩)
(R26) ⟨Beginning-end interval⟩ ::= FROM (⟨Instant | ⟨Instant event⟩) TO (⟨Instant | ⟨Instant event⟩)
(R27) ⟨Beginning interval⟩ ::= FROM (⟨Instant | ⟨Instant event⟩)
(R28) ⟨End interval⟩ ::= TO (⟨Instant | ⟨Instant event⟩)
(R29) ⟨Imprecise event⟩ ::= (⟨Beginning-end interval⟩ | ⟨Beginning interval⟩ | ⟨End interval⟩)
(R30) ⟨Fuzzy interval⟩ ::= (⟨Beginning-end interval⟩ | ⟨Fuzzy temporal interval⟩)
(R31) ⟨Fuzzy event⟩ ::= (⟨Beginning-end interval⟩ | ⟨Fuzzy temporal interval⟩)
(R32) ⟨Modifier⟩ ::= FIRST | LAST | ...
(R33) ⟨Time unit⟩ ::= SECOND | HOUR | WEEK | ...
(R34) ⟨Episode⟩ ::= ⟨Quantifier⟩ ⟨Time unit⟩ (⟨Beginning-end interval⟩ | ⟨Beginning interval⟩ | ⟨End interval⟩)
(R35) ⟨Quantifier⟩ ::= (⟨Absolute quantifier⟩ | ⟨Relative quantifier⟩)
(R36) ⟨Absolute quantifier⟩ ::= BETWEEN 5 AND 10 | MORE THAN 5 | ...
(R37) ⟨Relative quantifier⟩ ::= HALF | MOST | ...
(R38) ⟨Not grouped moments⟩ ::= SEVERAL TIMES OF ⟨Time unit⟩
• If the cause of a negative situation is described in the general
summary, its is omitted in the intensification or exception
even if applicable.

• When selecting the time reference, the most general possi-
ble should be chosen whenever its truth degree is greater
than or equal to a certain threshold.

• Periods of time with the same value of intensification or
exception will be grouped by that value.

5.1.4. Structure realization
In this scenario, the following structure realization rules are

ncluded to easy linguistic descriptions reading:

• Both in intensification and exception, if the number of
highlighted case is higher than 2, they will be arranged as
an itemization. However, when the number of elements is
equal to or less than 2 they will be both included as plain
text.

.2. Components definition

In this section, we present the design of the necessary compo-
ents to generate the air quality index series linguistic descrip-
ion.

.2.1. Labels calculation
First of all, we calculated the air quality index label from the

escribed in Section 3 that best represents the overall time series
o include it in the general description. This label was obtained
8

as a weighted average where the most recent value is the most
relevant to describe the general situation through the temporal
reference ‘‘In the last hours’’. Fig. 8 shows an hourly temporal
series with the fuzzy set used to calculate the general label. In
this example, the current time point (now) is 20 February, 9:00.
The temporal reference ‘‘In the last hours’’ is defined accordingly
as a fuzzy set with membership 0 for all the time points before
19 February, 3:00, membership 1 for all the time points in the
last twelve hours (i.e., from February 19, 21:00 to February 20,
09:00) and membership in the range (0, 1) to all the time points
from February 19, 04:00 to February 19, 08:00. The general label
is calculated through a weighted average of the AQI values of each
time point which considers the corresponding membership value
to ‘‘In the last hours’’.

In the description trend, we also calculated the beginning and
end trend with a weighted average. Fig. 9 represents the fuzzy
sets used to calculate those labels. In this example, the beginning
label includes data values from February 19, 03:00 to February
19, 11:00 (with membership/weight 1), whereas values from
February 19, 12:00 to February 19, 14:00 have a membership in
the range (0, 1) and values from February 19, 15:00 on are not
relevant to this label, so they have a weight of 0. On the other
side, to calculate the ending label, values from February 20, 07:00
to February 20, 09:00 have a weight of 1 whereas the value on
February 20, 06:00 has a weight in the range (0, 1). Values before
and on February 20, 05:00 are not relevant, so they have a weight
of 0.
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Fig. 8. General linguistic summary label calculation.
Fig. 9. Definition of the beginning and ending labels in the trend description.
Table 3
Range of hours for the moments of the day {morning, afternoon, night} in
summer or winter.

Morning Afternoon Night

Summer 06:00–14:00 14:00–21:00 21:00–06:00
Winter 07:00–14:00 14:00–20:00 20:00–07:00

5.2.2. Temporal references
In the style guide of MeteoGalicia, the range of hours is defined

or the different parts of the day {morning, afternoon, night} in
ummer and winter (Table 3).
Although the ranges that define these moments of the day are

eclared in a static way (as well as the definition of a full day from
0:00:00 to 23:59:59), their usage when speaking is conditioned
y the imprecision in the language. We defined in a fuzzy way the
ollowing temporal references represented by trapezoidal fuzzy
ets in Figs. 10 and 11:

• Full day: instead of a strict definition from the 00:00:00 to
the 23:59:59, we grouped as a day also the two hours before
and after with a weight in the range [0, 1].

• Morning, afternoon, night: as we mention above, these tem-
poral references are defined in the style guide of MeteoGali-
cia. Using that definition as baseline, we defined them as a
trapezoidal fuzzy set where the two hours before and after
the limits are considered with a weight in the range [0, 1].

• First, central, last hours of the {morning, afternoon, night}:
we defined these three temporal references to describe
more specific situations. These labels are also defined as
trapezoidal fuzzy sets.

. Human expert validation

We asked two expert meteorologists from the Air Quality Net-
ork of the Galician Meteorological Agency [19] (MeteoGalicia)
o assess the quality of the textual summaries in this domain and
9

Fig. 10. Fuzzy definition of a full day.

Table 4
Questions of the air quality index expert validation test.
Code Question

Q1 Indicate the degree of agreement between the linguistic
description provided and the data represented in the figure

Q2 Indicate the degree of agreement between the linguistic
description provided and a how you would describe the
data

Q3 Indicate the degree of agreement that the vocabulary is
used correctly

Q4 Indicate the degree of agreement with the linguistic
description organization to facilitate its understanding

Q5 Indicate the degree of agreement with spelling,
punctuation and layout

its adequacy both for the description of the AQI distribution and
evolution. In the distribution scenario, the experts filled out the
questionnaire jointly agreeing on scoring several real situations
whereas in the evolution scenario, they filled out the question-
naire separately. For each case, the expert rated the suitability
of the linguistic description generated in the Spanish and the
Galician languages (in this paper we translated it for easy reading)
using the appropriate SimpleNLG [76] version answering five
questions (Table 4) using a 5-point Likert [82] scale in the range
[1, 5] where 1 means ‘‘the expert is absolutely disagree’’ and 5
‘‘the expert is absolutely agree’’. Questions can be divided into
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Fig. 11. Fuzzy definition of the three moments of the day (morning, afternoon, night) (2) and of the {first, central, last} hours of a moment of the day.
Fig. 12. Example from the AQI distribution questionnaire designed for the expert
alidation where a bad situation is described.

wo categories: content of the linguistic description (Q1, Q2) and
ayout (Q3, Q4, Q5).

None of these two experts had participated in the definition
f any part of the model, since all the requisites were defined
ith the help of another different expert also from the Air Qual-

ty Network of MeteoGalicia. Furthermore, in this validation we
mphasize the degree of conformity of the human experts with
he generated texts, who performed a fully blind assessment. No
etails were provided about how the summaries were generated.

.1. Description of air quality index distribution

In this scenario, the experts answered a questionnaire com-
osed by 25 different examples of real meteorological situa-
ions from 20 different meteorological stations. Each case is com-
osed of a pie chart, the resulting linguistic description and the
ive questions to be answered by the experts. Fig. 12 shows an
xample extracted from the questionnaire.
In Table 5 we present a summary of the results after the

xperts’ evaluation the content (Q1, Q2) and layout (Q3, Q4, Q5)
imensions and the overall result. The results show the experts
gree with the generated summaries since the scores average
10
Table 5
Expert validation results for AQI distribution descriptions.

Average SD Mode Median IQR

Q1 4.76 0.52 5 5 0
Q2 4.68 0.69 5 5 0
Q3 4.88 0.33 5 5 0
Q4 4.76 0.60 5 5 0
Q5 4.92 0.28 5 5 0

Content 4.72 0.61 5 5 0
Layout 4.85 0.43 5 5 0
Overall 4.80 0.51 5 5 0

Table 6
Expert validation results for AQI evolution descriptions.

Average SD Mode Median IQR

Q1 4.58 0.87 5 5 1
Q2 4.15 1.01 5 4 1
Q3 4.75 0.70 5 5 0
Q4 4.92 0.28 5 5 0
Q5 4.97 0.18 5 5 0

Content 4.37 0.96 5 5 1
Layout 4.88 0.46 5 5 0
Overall 4.67 0.75 5 5 0

overall average is 4.80 with a standard deviation of 0.51. Besides,
in all questions mode is 5, i.e. the maximum score, and the
median is also 5 with an interquartile range of 0. In general, we
can conclude that these generated linguistic summaries are very
suitable both in content and form, with averages of 4.72 ad 4.85
respectively, to describe air quality index distribution in the 20
stations. Nevertheless, a deeper analysis of the answers suggests
that while the linguistic description structure is appropriate, a
deeper analysis in the content should be made to improve it.

6.2. Description of air quality index evolution

The experts answered a questionnaire composed by 30 dif-
ferent meteorological situations with a variable range of hours
from 20 different meteorological stations. The stations and the
temporal series included in the questionnaire were representative
of a variety of situations, including high variations in the data and
different weather conditions. These cases included a graphical
representation of the temporal series and the generated textual
description which described the case, asking them to evaluate the
suitability of the summaries to describe the different situations.
Fig. 13 shows an example extracted from the questionnaire.

In Table 6 we present a summary of the experts’ scores for
each of the questions, the content (Q1, Q2) and layout (Q3, Q4,
Q5) dimensions and the overall result. In general, the results
show the experts agree with the presented summaries since the
scores average overall average is 4.67 with a standard deviation
of 0.75. Besides, mode shows the greatest used value is 5, i.e. the
maximum score, and the median is also 5 with an interquartile
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Fig. 13. Example from the AQI evolution questionnaire designed for the expert validation where a bad situation is described.
ange of 0. It is noticeable experts are more in agreement with
he questions regarding the linguistic description layout with a
core of 4.88 on average, whilst results show a score of 4.34 on
verage with regard to the linguistic description content. Overall,
e can conclude that these generated linguistic summaries are
ery suitable both in content and form to describe air quality
ndex temporal series, since the independent experts who as-
essed them indicated a very high level of satisfaction with the
utomatically generated texts and their adequacy to the temporal
eries. Nevertheless, a deeper analysis of the experts answers
uggests that while the structure of the linguistic description
s quite adequate for this case, a more thorough analysis of
he weaknesses in its content should be made with the aim of
mproving it.

.3. Scalability and complexity

The amount of data to process for a given station never ex-
eeds 150 and our approach consumes an average of 10 s to
enerate the two textual descriptions (one for each language) for
he 50 stations of the MeteoGalicia’s network. Moreover, as we
ave seen, the description of air quality index time series is not
arger than the one we currently use, so our approximation can
e used with real data obtained from any meteorological agency.
herefore, considering that the size of the data sets used when
roviding real information services in the air quality domain by
ublic agencies is quite small, complexity of the approaches and
calability of the data processing and analysis techniques is not
n issue.

. Other real applications

The model proposed in this paper has been designed with
he aim of being as generic as possible in order to be applicable
o the development of any data-to-text system aimed at the
inguistic description of time series. This paper has focused on
he application of this model to meteorological data, specifically
o the information on the distribution and evolution of air quality
n the region of Galicia provided by the Galician Meteorological
gency [19]. As a result of this work, the ICA2TEXT system has
een developed, the results of which have shown that the model
e have proposed is highly suitable for describing this type of
ata.
11
To verify that this model can indeed be applied in different
application domains, currently we are working on an application
based on the model described in this paper for automatically
explaining time series in the medical field in collaboration with
the cardiac rehabilitation group of the University Clinical Hospital
of Santiago de Compostela (Galicia, NW Spain).

Patients who have recently suffered from heart disease and
suffer a temporary disability due to illness, are incorporated into
the cardiac rehabilitation service, an specialized area focused in
their complete rehabilitation. In this field arises the necessity of
a report with the patients evolution data within the program,
which assist the decision making of health professionals and help
patients to control their disease. For this purpose, we developed a
data-to-text application based on the proposed model focusing on
five health categories, describing information about the nineteen
variables of interest detailed in Table 7.

Below, we present a set of real results composed by a graphical
representation and its corresponding summary. Fig. 14 represents
an example of the HDL cholesterol and Fig. 15 shows an example
of the in-hospital diastolic blood pressure. The system actually
generates explanations in Spanish, but in this paper we show all
examples translated into English for easy reading.

Currently, as in ICA2TEXT, the validation of this system is
being carried out, according to the highest NLG evaluation stan-
dards, by medical professionals of the cardiology Unit of the
University Clinical Hospital of Santiago de Compostela. Full de-
tails of the development of this system and the results of the
evaluation fall out of the scope and outreach of this paper.

8. Discussion and conclusions

In this work we have designed a data-to-text model focused on
the support for the development of data-to-text systems focused
on describing time series following the most commonly used
pipeline in the literature [2,3], which is a de facto standard for
D2T models and systems design. To facilitate this development
we also designed within this model a temporal ontology that cov-
ers a wide range of temporal references to handle the temporal
dimension present in this type of data. This model has proven to
be very suitable in two real application areas.

First, in this paper we have described the development of
ICA2TEXT, a real system based on this model applied to air
quality data generating linguistic descriptions in the two official
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Table 7
Monitoring variables during the cardiac rehabilitation grouped by category.
Lipids Smoking Diabetes Diet Blood pressure

Alanine transaminase Cooximetry Blood sugar BMI Home diastolic pressure
Aspartate aminotransferase Daily cigarettes number Glycated hemoglobin Weight Hospital diastolic tension
HDL cholesterol Body fat percentage Home systolic pressure
LDL cholesterol Hospital systolic pressure
Total cholesterol
Triglycerides
Alkaline phosphatase
Gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase
Fig. 14. Example of the generated summary from data of the HDL cholesterol.

Fig. 15. Example of the generated summary from data of the in-hospital
iastolic blood pressure.
12
languages of Galicia (NW Spain), Spanish and Galician. The results
of the validation performed by experts in the field have been very
satisfactory. As a consequence, it is currently being tested and
will be deployed as a service on the official MeteoGalicia website.
We are also currently working on a data-to-text system for the
linguistic description of medical indicators in the field of cardiac
rehabilitation where preliminary results are also very satisfactory.

In developing this approach we have followed the best prac-
tices in terms of NLG design methodology by developing a rule-
based model since, in a real use case, experts require the textual
descriptions generated by the system to be fully accurate in
describing the data. For this reason an End-To-End approach
(e.g., neural generator) is not suitable as application of this ap-
proach in NLG still presents unresolved problems: (i) first, a
high-quality corpus which are needed for training the generator
are not available, since descriptions were issued by the Me-
teorological Agency [83] and (ii) neural generators suffer from
the well-known problem of information missing, repetition and
‘‘hallucination’’ [84–86], which is unacceptable in a system which
is expected to provide real and official information.

As mentioned above, ICA2TEXT is a real application where the
requirements are given by expert meteorologists with a 100%
demand on the accuracy of the texts when describing a specific
weather situation. In this context, designing a rule-based D2T
system is the appropriate choice, since the problems pointed
out previously for the neural End-To-End D2T approaches do not
occur, as precision and veracity of the generated descriptions are
guaranteed by design. Furthermore, when designing rule-based
D2T systems different iterations and testings are performed in
order to ensure the quality and adequacy of the produced texts.
For these systems, the best practices [87,88] indicate that a final
validation by human experts is the most demanding testing as
well as the standard validation methodology, which cannot be
replaced by automatic metric-based assessment or comparison
with other generators.

Results of the expert validation show the generated linguistic
descriptions are very suitable for the AQI distribution case, where
experts rated our descriptions with a 4.72 for content and 4.85
for layout. On the other side, in the evolution description, we
obtained an average score of 4.37 for the content and 4.88 for
the linguistic description layout. Therefore, we can conclude the
summaries generated by our model are very suitable to describe
the air quality time series with an average score of 4.67 out of 5.

However, this data-to-text model, although designed to gener-
ate texts with different structures according to the requirements
of the specific application, the main structure composed by a
general summary, intensification and exception may be too rigid
and not adapted to any specific field. In addition, this model cur-
rently only contemplates absolute and relative quantifiers which,
although they are the most commonly used in the literature, in
some specific cases it may be necessary to define other types of
quantifiers, such as semi-fuzzy quantifiers.

As future work, we plant to extend the application of our
model to other areas related to meteorological information and
the health domain, different from the ones described in this
paper.
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